What Does a Horgous Look Like? Nonsense Words Elicit Meaningful Drawings
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Abstract

To what extent do people attribute meanings to “nonsense” words? How general is such attribution of meaning? We used a set of words lacking conventional meanings to elicit drawings of made-up creatures. Separate groups of participants rated the nonsense words and the drawings on several semantic dimensions and selected what name best corresponded to each creature. Despite lacking conventional meanings, “nonsense” words elicited a high level of consistency in the produced drawings. Meaning attributions made to nonsense words corresponded with meaning attributions made by separate people to drawings that were inspired by the name. Naïve participants were able to recover the name that inspired the drawing with greater-than-chance accuracy. These results suggest that people make liberal and consistent use of non-arbitrary relationships between forms and meanings.
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1. Introduction

Imagine a group of artists illustrating children’s books about made-up creatures with names like “horgous” and “keex.” Will different artists create similar drawings for creatures that have similar names? Will readers who encounter the drawing of a “horgous” expect this creature to be named “horgous”? We show here that drawings elicited by certain “nonsense” words relate in a systematic way to the form of these words. This relationship between nonce words and the meanings they express is bidirectional: Certain wordforms lead people to infuse their drawings with certain properties. Other people,
looking at the drawings, match them back to the original wordforms at higher-than-chance levels.

The idea that certain words fit some meanings better than others has its roots in the ancient world (Plato, 1999), but it was all but excised by structural linguistics (de Saussure, 1959) and its focus on the sharp boundary between the signifier and the signified. Conventional wisdom has been that with the exception of words that directly imitate sounds, the relationship between word-forms and meanings is arbitrary: “There is no reason for you to call a dog ‘dog’ rather than ‘cat’ except for the fact that everyone else is doing it” (Pinker & Bloom, 1990, p. 728).

In an early systematic investigation of what he called “phonetic symbolism,” Sapir (1929) presented people with dozens of short nonce words and asked them to distinguish the words on size. For example, a participant may be told that “mal” and “mil” both mean table; they then had to decide which would be a better word for a large table. The chosen answer, overwhelmingly and largely independent of age and language background, was “mal,” such that 75%–96% of people prefer “mal” to describe a large table. Sapir speculated that these sound-to-meaning mappings may arise from people implicitly learning that producing certain vowels requires larger mouth cavities. This early speculation was amplified by Ramachandran and Hubbard’s (2001) replication of Sapir’s phonetic symbolism demonstration (see also Köhler, 1929; Newman, 1931), giving us the well-known “bouba-kiki” effect wherein people overwhelmingly match “bouba” to a round shape and “kiki” to an angular one (see also, e.g., Maurer, Pathman, & Mondloch, 2006). Further, both vowels and consonants seem to contribute to the tendency to match certain sounds (e.g., /m/, /u/) with certain shapes (e.g., rounded figures; Ahlner & Zlatev, 2010; see also D’Onofrio, 2014; Nielsen & Rendall, 2011, 2013), and the effect exists independently in both spoken and written language (i.e., via the curvature of round-sounding letters like /o/; Cuskley, Simner, & Kirby, 2017). There is also a graded relationship between sound and size: Increasingly large-sounding nonce words are associated with increasingly large objects (Thompson & Estes, 2011).

In the last several decades, iconicity—a resemblance between form and meaning—has been increasingly recognized as a basic design feature of natural language in both the signed and spoken modalities (Dingemanse, Blasi, Lupyan, Christiansen, & Monaghan, 2015; Monaghan, Shillcock, Christiansen, & Kirby, 2014; cf. Hockett, 1978; Perniss & Vigliocco, 2014). The idea that the auditory modality can convey meanings in an iconic way—beyond simple imitation of sounds—is at first counterintuitive. For example, Hockett argued that the relationship between spoken words and meanings is arbitrary because “When a representation of some four-dimensional hunk of life has to be compressed into the single dimension of speech, most iconicity is necessarily squeezed out” (Hockett, 1978, p. 274). We now recognize that speech is a richly multi-dimensional signal, and spoken languages make ample use of this dimensionality to convey meanings in an iconic way. For example, languages make systematic use of consonant voicing (/b/ vs. /p/, /d/ vs. /t/) to signal differences in mass: Siwu: tsratsra, “a light person walking quickly” vs. dzradzra, “a heavy person walking quickly,” where voiceless consonants like /t/ correspond to lightness and voiced consonants like /d/ correspond to heaviness. Vowel quality is used to signal size: Ewe: legeɛ: logoɔ,
“slim: fat.” Vowel lengthening is used to signal duration and intensity: Japanese: piQ: piiQ, “tear short: long strip of cloth.” Reduplication is used to signal repetition: Tamil: curuk-nu: curukcuruk-nu, “a sharp prick: many sharp pricks” (Dingemanse et al., 2015; see also Periniss, Thompson, & Vigliocco, 2010). In some languages, vowel height or frontness is used systematically to mark diminutives (Ultan, 1978).

Although these form-to-meaning relationships (what Dingemanse et al., 2015, call “relative iconicity”) are not found in all languages, examining statistical relationships between forms and meanings across languages does reveal some more universal relationships (what Dingemanse et al., 2015, refer to as “absolute iconicity”) such as the higher likelihood of using sounds /i/, /C/ in words for “small” and the sound /r/ in words for “round” (Blasi, Wichmann, Hammarström, Stadler, & Christiansen, 2016; see also Dauntriche, Mahowald, Gibson, & Piantadosi, 2017). Both relative and absolute iconicity are legitimate forms of iconicity because for both, a speaker can infer something about the meaning of a word from aspects of its form.

What makes the examples of relative iconicity described above especially interesting is that people appear to be sensitive to such form–meaning relationships even when they are not phonemically expressed in their language. For example, in English, smaller objects do not, as a rule, have shorter names than larger objects, yet when asked to select a nonce-word for a small object such as a pin, people not only prefer shorter words, but justify their choices with statements like “a small item’s name should be small” and “pins are sharp and simple, as is this word” (Lupyan & Casasanto, 2012). While Japanese has over 1,700 “sound-symbolic” words, many of them in common use (Allen et al., 2007), English does not. Yet monolingual English 3-year-olds are sensitive to some of Japanese form–meaning relationships when learning novel words (Kantartzis, Imai, & Kita, 2011). And although English words for small animals do not, as a rule, employ higher-pitched sounds, there are robust cross-modal links between size and auditory pitch: larger animals tend to be associated with low-pitched sounds and vice versa (Ohala, 1994). This may help explain why, when reading a children’s book aloud, there is something natural about saying “elephant” in a lower pitch than “mouse,” or using a higher pitch to refer to the baby elephant compared to the mommy elephant. Such vocal (and gestural) iconicity is on full display in the popular Baby Shark song, where baby/mommy/daddy shark age is depicted by progressively lower pitch and larger arm and hand movements. Grandma and grandpa shark age is depicted by an inward rounding of the fingers and simultaneous rounding of the vowels to depict dentures.

Hearing adults with no sign language experience can also make inferences about the meaning of sign language gestures to determine some quite subtle aspects of meaning such as distinguishing whether a gesture refers to an event with a finite end point or not. For example, presented with a sign for “think,” people are more likely to choose “believe” (similar telic content) over “forget” (Strickland et al., 2015).

Although these investigations of sound symbolism have not settled the question of where these associations between forms and meanings come from (but see Imai & Kita, 2014; Sidhu & Pexman, 2018; Spence, 2011), they have further demonstrated the varied way in which iconicity plays a role in language learning and vocal communication. For example, Perry, Perlman, Winter, Massaro, & Lupyan, (2018) showed that more iconic
words are learned earlier by children (adjusting for numerous potential confounds like frequency, concreteness, and communicative need; see also, e.g., Imai, Kita, Nagumo, & Okada, 2008; Maurer et al., 2006; Peña, Mehler, & Nespor, 2011; for further review, see Imai & Kita, 2014). Such apparent advantages of iconicity go beyond word-learning. For example, people think that Bob is a better name than Mike for a round figure at rates well above chance level (Sidhu & Pexman, 2015). Further, Lupyan and Casasanto (2015) had people learn to categorize two kinds of “aliens.” The aliens in one of the categories were subtly more round and in the other more pointy. When the categories were labeled with the nonce words “foove” (which people tend to associate with being round and friendly) and “crelch” (pointy and dangerous), people learned the category distinction itself (not just the category names) better than when arbitrary or iconically incongruent labels were used. When tasked with creating novel vocalizations to communicate a range of meanings (e.g., big, small, high, low, smooth, rough, cook, fire, fruit, and many others), people not only converge on surprisingly similar vocal forms, but when these vocalizations are played to naive listeners (including those from other language backgrounds), they are understood at levels well above chance (Perlman & Lupyan, 2018; see also Parise & Pavani, 2011; Perlman, Dale, & Lupyan, 2015).

1.1. The present study

Prior work has provided ample evidence that certain seemingly nonsense words are nevertheless imbued with meaning: asked for the meaning of such a word, people make similar choices in forced-choice tasks (e.g., Maurer et al., 2006; Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001; Sidhu & Pexman, 2015; Thompson & Estes, 2011), and asked to produce a novel vocalization to communicate a meaning, people create non-arbitrary vocalizations (e.g., Perlman et al., 2015), further indicating that people have expectations about the “natural” relationship between certain forms and meanings. Our main goal here is to investigate the generality of these non-random associations by using an open-ended task—free drawing. Returning to the thought experiment from our opening paragraph: If people are asked to draw a creature named with a nonce word, are aspects of meaning elicited by the nonce word infused into the drawing in a way that can be recovered by people viewing the drawings? Can people match the drawings back to the words that initially inspired them?

The full task sequence is schematized in Fig. 1. We first asked people to rate the extent to which a set of nonce words connote several properties (infer a meaning task; Fig. 1A). After collecting data for the infer a meaning task, we pre-registered two predictions and the methods to test them (https://osf.io/7wfxj/). First, the property ratings derived from the infer a meaning task should correlate with property ratings on the drawing task (Fig. 1B). For example, nonce words depicting roundness should elicit more round creatures. This should also be the case for gender, a more abstract property (see Westbury, Hollis, Sidhu, & Pexman, 2018). Nonce words that depict femininity should elicit more feminine-looking creatures. Second, the properties from the infer a meaning task (e.g., roundness) should predict not only the roundness of the drawn creature, but
may also generalize to more abstract properties. Specifically, we predicted that “spikiness” (or sharpness) would correlate with a rating of the creature’s “intelligence” and the rating of largeness with a rating of dominance (see Auracher, 2017). This would suggest that non-arbitrary mappings between form and meaning are used not only to infer the concrete properties of novel creatures, but also more abstract properties like social dominance. After submitting this pre-registration, but before collecting the data for tasks C and D (Fig. 1), we also sought to determine whether people would be able to recover the word used to elicit the original drawing from the drawing itself and whether people’s choices of picture-name were predictable from the iconic properties of the choices.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Participants completed at most one of the tasks shown in Fig. 1. In the infer a meaning task (Fig. 1A), people were asked to infer meanings of nonwords (N = 151). In the draw a creature task (Fig. 1B), people drew creatures in response to these nonwords (N = 22). In the infer properties task (Fig. 1C), people inferred properties of the creature drawn in task B (N = 230). In the recover the creature name task (Fig. 1D), people named the drawn creature (N = 210). All participants were US-based native English speakers recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk. They were compensated 0.45 USD for their participation. The procedure was approved by the University of Wisconsin-Madison institutional review board.

Fig. 1. Experimental protocol. Four separate groups of participants completed the four tasks shown. (A) Infer a meaning: Given a nonce word, select properties that it connotes. (B) Draw a creature: Given a subset of words from A, draw a creature that would be named by that word. (C) Infer properties: Given a creature drawn in B, rate its properties. (D) Recover the creature name: Given a creature drawn in B, select its name from among those used in B.
2.2. Power analysis

We conducted a power analysis using G*Power based on previously collected data in which people rated drawings of knives drawn to one of two prompts: “Draw a knife called a teetay” or “Draw a knife called a tukeetee” (people drawing “tukeyetee” knives were expected to draw sharper knives than people asked to draw “teetay” knives). In that study, there were 26 total drawings and 12 raters per drawing; each rater saw both “teetay” and “tukeyetee” knives (Lupyan & Casasanto, 2012). Teetay knives were rated as being less sharp, a mean difference of 0.7 (on a 7-point Likert scale), $SD_{\text{difference}} = 0.46$. We anticipate a smaller effect here (assuming $d = 0.7$), but power is increased in this study (by an uncertain amount) by having more trials per subject. Power analysis is further complicated by the presence of both random subject and item effects. With an effect size of $d = 0.7$ and power of 0.9, we require 21 subjects (16 for 0.8 power). We recruited enough participants to obtain 20 drawings per word and 16 ratings per drawing, per task.

2.3. Procedure

2.3.1. Infer a meaning

We began by extracting 24 nonce words from Westbury et al. (2018), who examined how various phonological features, phonemes, and letters were associated with various semantic dimensions such as roundness, size, and gender. We selected our initial set of words based on their likelihood of representing roundness, spikiness, largeness, smallness, masculinity, and femininity based on Westbury et al.’s (2018) published norms. Because our main goal was to determine the effects that nonce words can have on people’s behavior, we chose to use as materials nonce words that have been previously demonstrated to convey certain meanings. We presented this initial set of words to a group of naïve participants ($N = 157$) who were asked to rate each word on a set of eight properties (rounded, spiky, large, small, masculine, feminine, hot, and cold), choosing between 1 and 4 of the properties they thought best described what the word might mean. The task included several catch trials on which participants were instructed to select two specific options (e.g., masculine and cold). Six participants failed to correctly respond to the catch trials and were excluded from further analysis, leaving $N = 151$ (Fig. 1A).

Based on the results of our initial norming study, we selected 12 words that varied most systematically on the six target properties used in the main experiment. To select these 12 words, we computed the frequency with which participants selected each property. Hot and cold were not included in this selection process because they were only included in the word rating task as distracter options. As detailed in our pre-registration document, we had no a priori predictions about the relationship between the selected words and these two properties (to our knowledge, there is no prior work investigating temperature-related sound symbolism). These property counts were then z-transformed within each property (e.g., for the proportion of “large” responses, proportion of “small” response, and so on) to create a standard scale. We visually inspected the words in a space defined by three dimensions ($z_{\text{round}} - z_{\text{spiky}}$, $z_{\text{large}} - z_{\text{small}}$, $z_{\text{masculine}} - z_{\text{feminine}}$).
and selected 12 words that occupied different regions of the space as experimental stimuli. This selection method can also be thought of as choosing words that minimized the correlations among the three property dimensions (though as shown in Table 1, some of the correlations remained high). The selected words were ackie, ambous, axittic, bumburg, boodoma, cougzer, cruckwic, flissil, gricker, heonia, horgous, and keex (see Fig. 2). The correlations among the word rating properties are shown in Table 1.

2.3.2. Draw a creature

Each of the 12 words was presented in random order to participants in a drawing task (N = 22; Fig. 1B). Participants in the drawing group were given the following instructions:

You will be asked to draw some creatures. Some of them correspond to real animals (like a rabbit). Most, however, are imaginary. For example, you might be asked to draw a “sask.” Sound out the word and use your imagination about what a creature with this name would look like. You will have 60 seconds from the time you begin drawing to complete each drawing.

The drawing applet allowed participants to draw on a white background with black, red, blue, green, yellow, and purple pens, and vary the line thickness. This allowed participants maximal flexibility to represent the properties of interest (large–small, round–spiky, masculine–feminine). The created drawings made up the stimuli for the two experimental tasks described below.

Participants were also asked to draw a picture of a dog and a cat as attention checks. The drawings of those who failed the to draw both a dog and a cat, as determined through visual inspection of the drawings for four-legged creatures with some resemblance to a dog and cat, regardless of artistic quality, were not included in subsequent studies (n = 2).

2.3.3. Infer properties of drawn creature

The drawings were shown to a separate group of participants (N = 210; Fig. 1C) who saw the 12 drawings from one randomly chosen drawer to reduce effects of artistic quality within participants. The drawings were shown one at a time in random order. For each

| Table 1 | Pearson’s correlations between property ratings |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                | 12 Stimulus Words |                | 24 Original Words |                |
|                | Round–Spiky | Large–Small | Masculine–Feminine | Round–Spiky | Large–Small | Masculine–Feminine |
| Round–spiky    | 1.00      | —          | —                 | 1.00      | —          | —                 |
| Large–small    | 0.73      | 1.00      | —                 | 0.68      | 1.00      | —                 |
| Masculine–feminine | 0.21   | 0.46      | 1.00              | 0.45      | 0.69      | 1.00              |

drawing, participants were shown 10 properties (rounded, spiky, large, small, masculine, feminine, intelligent, unintelligent, dominant, submissive) and asked to select which properties best characterized the drawing by selecting between 1 and 5 properties from the list.

Fig. 2. Radar charts showing the characteristics (round–spiky, large–small, masculine–feminine) of each word selected as stimuli. The properties, shown as points in the radar space ranging from 0 to 1, are represented as proportions ($n$ times property was selected/$n$ total rating observations for that word).
2.3.4. Recover creature name from drawing

Participants (N = 230) saw the drawings each presented with four of the non-words (Fig. 1D). The four words were the correct target word actually used to elicit the drawing (e.g., horgous), a highly dissimilar word (i.e., embodying the opposite sound-symbolic properties, where if the target was rated as highly large and round, the highly dissimilar word was rated as highly small and spiky; e.g., keex), a similar word (i.e., with similar sound-symbolic properties, e.g., bomburg), and an unrelated word (e.g., cougzer). Each participant again was presented with drawings from a single drawer. Thus, participants each saw 12 drawings, with each drawing presented with a different set of four words. They were instructed to choose the word that best fit the drawing they saw.

2.4. Data analysis

Data were analyzed using logistic mixed effects regression models in the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) in R. The model for the naming task was constructed as follows, with a treatment-coded fixed effect for word type (with correct as the reference class, and similar, unrelated, and opposite as the other options) and random effects for person who made the drawing, the person rating the drawing, and the word used in the prompt. The dependent variable (is_type_chosen) simply reflects whether, on a given trial, a given word type was chosen (thus, this could either be 1 or 0).

\[
is\text{\_type\_chosen} \sim \text{word\_type} + (1|\text{drawer}) + (1|\text{rater}) + (1|\text{word})
\]

The models for the rating task, which are outlined in an OSF preregistration document (https://osf.io/7wfxj/), were constructed in the following form:

\[
is\text{\_property\_chosen} \sim (\text{round\_rating} - \text{sharp\_rating}) + (\text{large\_rating} - \text{small\_rating}) + (\text{masculine\_rating} - \text{feminine\_rating}) + (1|\text{drawer}) + (1|\text{rater}) + (1|\text{word})
\]

We constructed six models to test whether the drawings incorporated the iconic properties of the words that elicited them (one model for each of spiky, round, large, small, masculine, and feminine), where the dependent measure (is_property_chosen) is a 1 or 0 reflecting whether, on a given trial, that property was chosen and the predictor variables are the z-scored property measures described in Section 2.3.1. We then tested whether the drawings carried abstract properties as predicted by the iconic properties of the words (i.e., spikiness/roundness is associated with intelligence while largeness/smallness is associated with dominance). This was done using four additional models, testing for the likelihood of choosing intelligent, unintelligent, dominant, and submissive as properties.
3. Results

3.1. Naming task

Did participants actually name the creature using the word that elicited its drawing? Yes—as shown in Fig. 3A, participants viewing the drawings were more likely to name it “correctly” than they were to select foil words that were iconically opposite (e.g., *keex*; $b = -0.40$, $SE = 0.06$, $z = -6.533$, $p < .001$), unrelated (e.g., *cougzer*; $b = -0.28$, $SE = 0.06$, $z = -4.696$, $p < .001$), and even those that were associated with some of the same properties (e.g., *bomburg*; $b = -0.28$, $SE = .06$, $z = -4.635$, $p < .001$; the results are broken down by each individual word in the Appendix). Categorizing words into discrete categories like “similar” and “unrelated” makes for a simpler analysis, but a more powerful way of understanding how iconic relationships influenced people’s choices is to predict people’s responses from Euclidean distances in the meaning space established by the dimensions for which we had ratings (largeness, roundness, dominance, etc., as described in Section 2.3.1). For example, given a drawing elicited by the word “horgous,” we can compute the distance in meaning-space for each word choice (“cougzer,” “keex,” etc.) and use these (z-scored) distances as a predictor of people’s choices in a logistic mixed effects model in place of the categorical word type predictor. Higher distances reflect greater dissimilarity.

As shown in Fig. 3B, distance was a significant predictor of name choice ($b = -0.14$, $SE = 0.02$, $z = -6.50$, $p < .001$), suggesting that while our categorical definition of iconic similarity was a poor fit, iconic similarity nevertheless affected name choices. The greater the distance in meaning-space between the correct word and a foil, the less likely that foil was to be selected as a name for the creature. Overall, the results from the naming task suggest that iconic associations are used to select a name for a never-before-seen creature.

3.2. Rating task

In the naming task, participants tended to select the word that was actually used to elicit the drawing as the best name for the creature depicted in the drawing. This was true even though they had no prior knowledge or experience with the words or the creatures. This result suggests that the words used to elicit the drawings systematically influenced the appearance of the creatures. But in what way? We next examined the relationship between the properties of the words (as rated by participants in the word rating task) and the properties of the drawings.

3.2.1. Properties from the infer a meaning task

In the first set of models, we tested whether drawings elicited by words carrying sound-symbolic properties for roundness, spikiness, largeness, smallness, masculinity, and femininity elicited drawings exhibiting those characteristics. We present the results of each opposing pair, one at a time.
3.2.1.1. Size: The upper row of Fig. 4 shows that words that were rated as sounding large ($b = 0.25, SE = 0.038, z = 6.68, p < .001$) and those rated as sounding spiky ($b = -0.17, SE = 0.037, z = -4.61, p < .001$) elicited drawings that were rated as larger (i.e., note that we were interested in the perceived size of the drawn creature rather than the size it occupied on the drawing canvas). Words that were rated as sounding small ($b = 0.13, SE = 0.063, z = -3.71, p < .001$) and those rated as sounding masculine ($b = 0.07, SE = 0.031, z = 2.38, p = .017$) elicited drawings that were judged as more spiky. It is perhaps surprising that words rated as sounding spiky did not elicit drawings that appeared spiky—however, as shown in Table 1, scores for roundness/spikiness and size were highly correlated, introducing moderate multicollinearity into the model (VIFs = 1.33–2.74). When size was removed from the model, spikiness became a significant predictor ($p = .01$).

3.2.1.2. Roundness/spikiness: The second row of Fig. 4 shows that words rated as sounding round elicited drawings that were judged to be rounder ($b = 0.11, SE = .046, z = 2.40, p = .016$). Words that rated as sounding small ($b = -0.13, SE = 0.037, z = -3.36, p < .001$) and those rated as sounding masculine ($b = 0.07, SE = 0.031, z = 2.38, p = .017$) elicited drawings that were judged as more spiky. It is perhaps surprising that words rated as sounding spiky did not elicit drawings that appeared spiky—however, as shown in Table 1, scores for roundness/spikiness and size were highly correlated, introducing moderate multicollinearity into the model (VIFs = 1.33–2.74).
3.2.1.3. Gender: The middle row of Fig. 4 shows that words rated as more masculine did not elicit drawings that were more masculine. Words rated as sounding more feminine elicited drawings that people rated as feminine ($b = -0.14$, $SE = 0.043$, $z = -3.34$, $p < .001$).
3.2.2. Generalized properties

We also hypothesized that sound-symbolic properties of the words would generalize to and therefore predict the presence of abstract properties in the drawings. Specifically, we tested whether drawings elicited by words carrying sound-symbolic properties for roundness, spikiness, largeness, and smallness produced drawings carrying abstract properties: Roundness/sharpness might relate to sharpness of intellect, and therefore, intelligence, while the large/small dimension might index physical intimidation (as in Auracher, 2017), and therefore, dominance or submissiveness. These predictions were partially supported.

3.2.2.1. Intelligence: The penultimate row of Fig. 4 shows that words rated as sounding large tended to elicit drawings that were rated as appearing intelligent ($b = 0.11$, $SE = 0.047$, $z = 2.31$, $p = .021$), while words rated as sounding small tended to elicit drawings that were rated as appearing unintelligent ($b = -0.09$, $SE = 0.043$, $z = -2.12$, $p = .034$). Thus, it seems that size associations in the words, as opposed to roundness/spikiness, contributed to ratings of intelligence in the drawings.

3.2.2.2. Dominance: The final row of Fig. 4 shows that words rated as sounding large elicited drawings that were rated as appearing dominant ($b = 0.16$, $SE = 0.051$, $z = 3.12$, $p = .002$). This was also true of drawings elicited by words rated as sounding spiky ($b = -0.15$, $SE = 0.050$, $z = -2.98$, $p = .003$). Conversely, words rated as sounding round elicited drawings that were rated as more submissive ($b = 0.15$, $SE = 0.051$, $z = 2.95$, $p = .003$).

4. Discussion

The drawings elicited by a given nonce word—a word without a conventional meaning—were similar. Words like “horgous,” rated by other participants as sounding large and round, elicited creatures that appeared larger and rounder. Words like “keex,” rated as small and spiky, elicited creature drawings that were smaller and spikier. Words like “heonia” that were rated as sounding feminine produced drawings of creatures that looked feminine. Asked to draw a creature named a “horgous,” “keex,” and so forth, naïve participants created drawings that could be reliably matched to these labels. Not only were people able to match the drawings back to the words that elicited them, but the pattern of name matches reflected distances in meaning-space between the word that elicited the drawing and the name choices provided. For example, a “horgous” was more likely to be confused with a “bomburg” than with a “keex.”

There was some evidence that word-form iconicity generalized to abstract properties; for example, “larger” words elicited more dominant creature drawings, offering a partial confirmation of our hypothesis that concrete attributes would generalize to abstract properties. Why were large-sounding words more likely to produce dominant-looking drawings, respectively, while spiky-sounding (i.e., sharp) words were no more likely to
produce intelligent-looking drawings? One possibility is that while size may be a reliable cue to threat, the relation between sharpness and intellect is more symbolic (and perhaps culture-specific). The relationship between iconicity and abstraction is a ripe topic for future work.

Taken together, these results point to the generality with which people draw on form–meaning resemblances even in open-ended situations like our “draw a creature” task. The facility with which people include similar elements in drawings elicited by a given nonce word is difficult to reconcile with views that paint iconicity as a marginal and incidental feature of spoken language (Hockett, 1978; Pinker & Bloom, 1990). However, because the words we used to elicit drawings were selected on the basis of being non-randomly matched to properties, our work leaves open the question of how likely it is that a random nonce word would elicit drawings with similar properties.

In combination with other recent work (e.g., Auracher, 2017; Perlman et al., 2015; Perlman & Lupyan, 2018; Perry et al., 2018; Westbury et al., 2018), we hope that the present investigation helps to move us beyond the simple question of whether people make use of non-arbitrary relationships in spoken language (they do!) and toward understanding why natural languages are not even more iconic (Lupyan & Winter, 2018; Monaghan et al., 2014) and precisely where the form–meaning associations used by our participants came from.
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Notes

1. The most cited example is the mil/mal contrast, but Sapir’s (1929) report includes several tables of results showing summaries of other contrasts. Unfortunately, this was the age before open data and hence “It would be quite impossible to report on all the details of the experiment in this place” (p. 230).
2. Indeed, the relative shortness of “whale” compared to “micro-organism” is used by Hockett to illustrate the principle of arbitrariness (Hockett, 1978).
3. For further reading on such cross-modal correspondences, we direct the reader to the work of Charles Spence and colleagues (e.g., Deroy, Crisinel, & Spence, 2013; Gallace & Spence, 2006; Parise & Spence, 2012; Spence, 2011).
4. The Baby Shark song can be found at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqZsoesa55w (this is not an archival link and may cease working).
5. A useful variant of this design which we did not test would have participants choosing from among all 12 words or include a free response option.
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Appendix

Fig. A1. The proportion of choices by word type for each word in the “recover creature name” task (analogous to Fig. 3). A representative drawing of each word is placed in the plotting area. In each panel, the dotted line shows chance (25%).